
A Pleasant Evening
Listening Comprehension Lesson Plan

Goals

A. To enable the students to develop listening comprehension skills by using the basic 
principles of “focused listening.”

B. To expand students’ academic and spoken vocabulary.

C. To familiarize students with some aspects of American culture.

Objectives

A. To enable the students to comprehend the main idea and specific information of the 
listening passage.

B. To present ten new words/phrases in context.

C. To introduce students to the social activity of dating in America.

Pre-listening

The teacher passes around the following handouts (please see all attached) and reads from 
each one in turn. The teacher may also project (or write) the content of each page on a screen 
or the board.

A. Vocabulary—ten new words

B. Word Matching—contractions

C. Teaching/building Schemata

• Then the teacher asks the students to look at the page of images and describe what 
they see. What time period are they from? Are some contemporary, while others 
represent a time in the past?

• The teacher reads aloud the definition of “dating.”

D. Focus Questions (nine). The teacher reads the focus questions aloud and instructs the 
students to listen for the answers while he/she reads the passage. (The teacher can also 
project or write the Focus Questions on the screen or board.)

Listening to the Passage
The teacher reads the passage aloud at normal speed, twice.

Post-listening

A. Comprehension Questions (Check Understanding). The teacher asks the class for their 
answers to the nine focus questions and writes them on the board.

B. Discussion Questions. (Consolidation) The teacher breaks the class up into groups of 
three or four and asks each group to discuss of the following questions (8 to 10 minutes 
on each, or selected, question, depending on time constraint):
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A Pleasant Evening
Listening Comprehension Lesson Plan (continued)

1. Traditionally in America it has been the man who asks the woman out on a date and 
who pays for any expenses, such as movie tickets or dinner. Do you think that this 
has changed or is changing? Who do you think should pay the costs when going out 
on a date?

2. In the story, the male character is a lawyer and the female character is a secretary. 
Would you like to have either of these jobs? Have traditional women’s roles and 
career choices in America changed over the years? Do some woman have a higher-
paying jobs than a men?

C. Writing Assignment. Ask the class to rewrite the dialog with the female character being 
the lawyer this time and the male character as the office worker. What changes in the 
story would they make? Ask them to try and complete the whole dialog modeled after 
the version that they have heard, but they are free to make their own choices as to how 
the story plays out.

D. Supplemental Exercises

1a. Have the students listen to the recording of the song “One More Date,” twice. Pass 
around the song lyrics sheet to “One More Date” and ask the students to fill in the 
blanks for each line.

1b. Ask the students to tell of the emotions that are being expressed in this song. Is it a 
happy? Sad? Anxious? Is it a mixture of several emotions? How does the singer 
express them? What words or phrases does she use?

2. Recognizing Contractions. The teacher hands out the Contractions Exercise sheet.

a. Contractions Exercise 1. The teacher instructs the students to write what they 
hear in the blanks for each sentence. Since hearing the meaning of the 
contraction is the important objective, the teacher accepts either a contraction or 
a full form. He/She also accepts spelling errors if he/she can recognize the 
words. 

b. Contractions Exercise 2. The teacher instructs the students to underline the full 
word from each sentences that he/she reads aloud.

3. Understanding Modals. The teacher breaks the students into pairs. Then the teacher 
hands out the Modals Exercise sheet and reads aloud the example sentences from 
the chart. The teacher instructs the students to complete the exercises and goes 
around the room to assist each group.
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A Pleasant Evening
Vocabulary – Definitions in the Story’s Context (modal auxiliary verbs)

may possibility

might suggestion

must conclusion

ought to a good idea

would willingness; expectation; possibility

wouldn’t it? polite suggestion and request for agreement

should likelihood

shouldn’t it? polite assertion and request for agreement

had better should; ought to; need to

hadn’t I? polite suggestion and request for agreement

Word Relation – Contractions
In informal speech and writing two words of some common phrases are sometimes joined into 
one contraction by substituting a syllable from the second word with an apostrophe.

I’m = I am

there’s = there is

that’s = that is

I’ll = I will

we’ll = we will

I’d = I would (or) I had

won’t = will not

mustn’t = must not

shouldn’t = should not

wouldn’t = would not
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A Pleasant Evening

Dating is a form of courtship, and may include any social activity undertaken by, typically,  

two persons with the aim of each assessing the other's suitability as a partner in an 

intimate relationship or as a spouse. The word refers to the act of meeting and engaging in 

some mutually agreed upon social activity. Traditional dating activities include 

entertainment or a meal.

In many cultural traditions, a date may be arranged by a third party, who may be a family 

member, acquaintance, or professional matchmaker. Recently internet dating has 

become popular.
[Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/dating]

Focus Questions
Discover the answers to these questions as you listen to the story.

1. What are the names of the two characters in the story?

2. What do each of the characters do for work?

3. When does the story take place?

4. How did the two people in the story meet?

5. What is the story about?

6. Why doesn’t the female character folk dance any more?

7. How did each character feel towards each other at the beginning of the story.

8. How do they feel toward each other at the end of the story.

9. Why did the main activity of the story take place?
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A Pleasant Evening
One More Date (Complete Song Lyric)
by Sherrie Taylor

Last night I met the man of my dreams

I hope he's all he seems

We talked, we laughed and then we touched

To me it meant so much.

One more date, one last night.

Could this be my Mr. Right?

We toasted the night and danced till dawn

It feels so right to ever be wrong.

Together we embraced this special time

Together we loved as if the first time.

One more date, one last night.

Could this be my Mr. Right?

By morning’s light we walked away

It looks so different by the light of day.

He spoke of love and took my hand.

Is this the one or just a one night stand?

One more date, one last night.

The always illusive Mr. Right.
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A Pleasant Evening
One More Date (Song Lyric – Exercise Sheet)
After listening to the song, fill in blanks with the missing words.

Last night I met the man of my ______________

I ____________ he's all he seems

We talked, we ______________ and then we touched

To me it meant so _____________.

One more ____________, one last night.

Could this be my Mr. ______________?

We toasted the night and danced till ______________

It feels so _______________ to ever be wrong.

Together we embraced this _______________ time

________________ we loved as if the first time.

One more date, one last ________________.

_______________ this be my Mr. Right?

By morning’s _____________ we walked away

It looks so different by the light of ____________.

He spoke of _____________ and took my hand.

Is this the one or just a one night ______________?

One more date, one ____________ night.

The _____________ illusive Mr. Right.
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A Pleasant Evening
Recognizing Contractions

Exercise 1.
You will hear either sentence (a) or (b). Underline the full word from the sentence you hear.

Example You hear: a. They’d ask a good question. will would
b. They’ll ask a good question.

Now Listen.
1. a. They’ll ask a good question. will would

b. They’d ask a good question.

2. a. I said I’d do the work. will would
b. I said I’ll do the work.

3. a. Who’ll do the work? will did
b. Who’d do the work?

4. a. Where’ll Ann find one? will did
b. Where’d Ann find one?

5. a. Do you think they’d like it? will would
b. Do you think they’ll like it?

Exercise 2.
You will hear a sentence. It will be read twice. Write the missing words.

Example You hear: Do you think there’s any left?

You write: Do you think ____there’s  ____   any left?
(or)
Do you think ____there is  ____   any left?

1. _________________________ ___________ be going.

2. ____________________________________ my jacket.

3. I think _____________________________ go tomorrow.

4. ___________________________________ go together.

5. She ________________________________ park there.

6. ______________________________ be home by then?
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A Pleasant Evening
Recognizing Contractions (Teacher’s Version)

Exercise 1.
You will hear either sentence (a) or (b). Underline the full word from the sentence you hear.

Example You hear: a. They’d ask a good question. will would
b. They’ll ask a good question.

Now Listen.
1. a. They’ll ask a good question. will would

b. They’d ask a good question.

2. a. I said I’d do the work. will would
b. I said I’ll do the work.

3. a. Who’ll do the work? will did
b. Who’d do the work?

4. a. Where’ll Ann find one? will did
b. Where’d Ann find one?

5. a. Do you think they’d like it? will would
b. Do you think they’ll like it?

Exercise 2.
You will hear a sentence. It will be read twice. Write the missing words.

Example You hear: Do you think there’s any left?

You write: Do you think ____there’s  ____   any left?
(or)
Do you think ____there is  ____   any left?

1. __________I’d (or I had)     better   ___________ be going.

2. __________That’s (or that is)____________ my jacket.

3. I think __________I’ll (or I will)_________ go tomorrow.

4. __________We’ll (or We will)___________ go together.

5. She _______shouldn’t (or should not)______ park there.

6. __________Won’t (or Will you not)__ be home by then?
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A Pleasant Evening
Modals Exercises

Exercise 1.
Underline the word that best fits the missing word. For help, look at the examples in the chart.

Example:
might must You haven’t eaten all day. You ______ be hungry.

1. should may I _______ have to work late tonight.

3. can might It’s late. She _______ already be in bed.

4. should would I ________ like to go to the party.

5. should would You _________ brush your teeth before going to bed.

6. might had better We have nothing to eat for dinner. We ______ stop at the store.

Exercise 2.

Choose the sentence that is closest in meaning.

Example:

1. We must leave.
a. We should leave.
b.      We have to leave.  
c. We may leave.

2. Would you close the door please?
a. Should you close the door?
b. Must you close the door?
c. Could you close the door?

3. You ought to see a doctor.
a. You have to see a doctor
b. You might see a doctor
c. It’s a good idea for you to see a doctor.

4. You should be nice to your sister.
a. You could be nice to your sister.
b. You had better be nice to your sister.
c. You ought to be nice to your sister.
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A Pleasant Evening
Modal Examples

will All citizens will pay taxes. Gas will burn when ignited.

must Drivers must have licenses. The child must be upset.

should Sisters should help each other. Aspirin should help your headache.

ought to Your cough is getting worse. You ought to 
see a doctor. She’s very nice. Her party ought to be fun.

would Would you like a cup of coffee?
Yes, I would like a cup of coffee.

You would be warmer if you would put on 
your coat.

can Children can eat here for free. This car can do 150 m.p.h.

may You may ask a question at any time. Lead may cause illness.

could The boy could take another class. The disease could be fatal.

might You might try calling back in ten minutes. It might rain tomorrow.
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